
Industry
Manufacturing
and Supply Chain

Revenue
$300+ M

Employees
1001 - 5000

Headquarters
Texas, USA

CASE STUDY

Forsys Builds
Integration
Solution for
Oracle Planning
Central Cloud,
Increases Data
Accuracy to 99%

The customer is a renowned manufacturer of coolers, ice
chests, and 500+ products that are vital for outdoor
activities. The manufacturing company wanted to replace
its Value Chain Planning with Oracle Cloud and
automatically pull the master and transactional data from
EBS and load them into Oracle Cloud (Planning Central).

The customer collaborated with Forsys for an automated
integration platform and witnessed data accuracy
increase to 99% and manual efforts decrease by 80%.

INSIGHT

The key business challenges for the customer were:

BUSINESS CHALLENGE

They were reaching the end of support of existing on-premise Oracle Value Chain Planning
(VCP) that was in use for Planning Central and has decided to replace VCP with Oracle Cloud.

They needed a seamless, cost-effective, and automated integration solution to load the Sales
Manager Forecast files from Sharepoint and data from EBS into Oracle Cloud.

There was a need to load plan data into Oracle Cloud for reporting.
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Get the data from EBS using SQL queries, Sharepoint connector, and Concurrent
program submissions. 

Zip the csv files and load them into the cloud by using API calls and Rest API calls.

Get the Data from Planning Central after plan by using BIP reports and inserting into
EBS stage tables for reporting.

Reduce 80% manual
efforts. 

Streamline the data
integration between
Oracle EBS to Oracle
Planning Central cloud.

Simplified the Sales
Manager forecast files
from Sharepoint to Cloud.

Publishing the dashboard
reports with user friendly
format.

Improve data accuracy
to 99%.

TRANSFORMATION JOURNEY

Forsys proposed and built a solution using FloData Integration platform. The solution
included the workflows to:

BUSINESS
IMPACT 
Forsys’ solution
helped the customer
to successfully:

The client, headquartered in
Katy, Texas, manufactures ice
chests, drink containers, and
supporting accessories. The
client also manufactures
coolers and offers 500+
products that are essential for
road trips, summer vacations,
camping, and outdoor
activities.

FloData, Oracle EBS,
Sharepoint, Oracle Cloud

ABOUT THE CLIENT

SOLUTION
COMPONENTS
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